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Summary 

One of the highest costs in many apartments for insurance companies is due to water 
leakage.  To prevent leakage from causing damage a detector can be placed in the 
sensitive areas to warn if a leakage should occur. This kind of installations does 
however lead to high installation costs, especially in already finished buildings, since 
they require a lot of wiring for communication. 
By using a wireless detector these costs could be lowered. In order for this to be 
achieved a sensor which is suitable to detect such water leakage has been connected to a 
wireless ZigBee transmitter which in turn is able to connect to a wireless network. The 
advantage with using ZigBee is that it provides much better range for less power 
compared to other solutions. The hardware includes a circuit that modulates the input 
from the sensor to have a more distinct behavior. The software part handles the 
communication with the ZigBee network and processing of the modified input from the 
sensor. To achieve a reasonable sensitivity of the sensor a circular buffer has been 
created to trigger on an average value instead of instantaneous. After reaching a 
satisfying design all parts were manufactured and tested to ensure that they work 
according to the design. In the course of the work some ways of improvements were 
found and implemented, resulting in a well working prototype. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the highest costs in many apartments is for reparations because of water-leakage, 
mainly in the kitchen areas where the protection for possible leakage is not very 
common. This has lead to a demand for a suitable way to detect and alarm in case of 
leakage. There are a number of different solutions for this on the market, both 
standalone solutions which are intended to give a local alarm and some other solutions 
which are designed to be incorporated in larger monitoring networks [1 - 13].  One thing 
that these networking solutions share is the fact that they require a wire to communicate 
with the communication center [1 - 10], which also limits the number of sensors that 
can be used because of the need for a physical contact for each sensor. There are also 
some solutions which can be placed locally in the area to be monitored, but then they 
have no mean to communicate with other devices [11 - 13], meaning that they only 
alarm effectively if someone is actually at home to hear. This means that in order to 
make this sufficiently easy to install and monitor the sensor should also be wirelessly 
connected to a monitoring network which optimally can be supervised from a local 
control center as well as a remote monitoring center. This means that any kind of 
sensors can be connected and disconnected from the center at any time or moved to a 
new position without any need for wiring or other preparations. 
 

1.1 Background 

Due to highly increased costs for energy and heating at home extensive on-going 
research work started at Department of Science and Technology (ITN), Linköping 
University regarding monitoring and control systems for indoor climate in multi-family 
apartments and cultural buildings. This thesis work has been focusing on developing an 
end-device for monitoring of water leakage that is compatible with the ZigBee network 
used in those projects. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a water-leakage detector which can be easily 
integrated in the ZigBee wireless network. To accomplish this there are two issues that 
must be addressed. One is to create the detector itself and the other is to design a 
transmitter that allows for communication with the ZigBee wireless network. 

1.3 Method 

In the sensor hardware I have searched literature and the Internet for suitable designs 
and then simulated them to find the most suitable one for this project. After 
manufacturing prototypes parts have been measured on their own and together with the 
ZigBee network to see how they behave as a whole. The software part was developed 
by reading the ZigBee stack to learn how it is built and what capabilities are 
implemented in it. I have also studied the C language for programming of the ZigBee 
network to behave as desired. 
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2 Theory  

In this section some existing solutions for detecting water leakage that exist on the 
market are presented, together with the theory behind some of the different parts that 
have been tested for this project. 

2.1 Detecting of water leakage 

On the market today there are a number of different solutions which are used in water 
leakage detectors. The variety of different solutions is due to different types needed 
depending on the sensitivity of the sensor, how demanding the environment is, and 
which way to monitor is most suitable. The common thing for most of these solutions is 
that they use wired connections to connect to the central monitoring unit, making it 
difficult and costly to install sensors on a larger scale in already finished buildings, or 
just have a local alarm with no connection to external monitoring. 

2.1.1 Measurement of physical properties 

This family of sensor types makes measurements by looking at how the physical 
properties of the sensor changes depending on the properties of the surrounding 
medium. There are two ways which are used for determine this.  The sensors in the first 
category are mostly made by transistors [16] or capacitors [14][15], but other 
components which are affected by environmental changes can be used as well. The 
other type of sensors does the measurements by using ultra-sound [2] in order to 
calculate the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium, and use this to determine if 
the sensor is surrounded by air or liquid. 

2.1.2 Measurement of optical properties 

This method uses the way of how light is refracted when passing through materials with 
different physical properties, from air to water for example, as a trigger. This means that 
a beam of light can be transmitted through the area to be watched, and by calculating 
the refraction in the triggered or none triggered case a receiver can be placed where the 
light will be refracted to either of those cases depending on if the sensor should be high 
when triggered or not.  

2.1.3 Measurements of state-changes 

This is a rougher measurement compared to the methods mentioned above, measuring 
only if the sensor is triggered or not (wet or dry in our case). The thought behind this 
method is that the addition of an outer condition will short parts of the circuit and thus 
give a significant change in the properties of the circuit. The most common way to 
achieved by two conducting elements placed close to each other, usually as probes on 
the end of a cable [3][5-7][9][11-13], placed along or at certain distances on a 
cable[10][13] or placed as a pattern on a suitable surface [13]. 
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2.2 Modulation of the input 

Another part of this project is about how the output signal from the sensor can be 
modulated before it is read by the ZigBee unit. The reason for this is that one wants to 
control how the signal to the ZigBee looks like in order to make it easy to program the 
behavior of the unit. There are a number of different networks that are possible for this, 
most of them can be described by mathematical functions or using same functions to 
achieve a certain modulation. 

2.2.1 Comparator 

Adding a comparator between the sensor and the ZigBee unit provides a tool to trigger 
if the value from the sensor passes a preset threshold. This means that the circuit 
compares the input value to a preset value, and shifts between low and high depending 
on if the input is above or below that threshold. As seen in Error! Reference source 

not found. the input from the sensor is connected to the non-inverting input and the 
threshold value equals the voltage fed to the inverting input. The VDD and ground ports 
set the upper and lower limit of the output. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the comparator. This circuit is used to change the value of the 
output OUT by comparing the two signals IN and REF, where REF is a predetermined 
reference signal. Because of the amplifier this means that the output have the value 
VDD if IN is above the reference value and zero, or GND if it is below the reference. 

One of the main advantages of using a comparator is that it provides two distinct signals 
for high and low depending on the state of the sensor, as seen in the behavior of the 
output signal in Figure 2. The other is that the threshold can be preset and adjusted by 
changing the voltage of the inverting input, which is represented by the reference value 
in Figure 2. The drawback of using a comparator is that it has to be constantly fed at the 
inverting input to provide the threshold voltage or alternatively sample values from the 
sensor at a high frequency in order to ensure the catch of possible changes at the output. 
In order to achieve that the device will consume a relatively high amount of power, 
leading to decreased battery life time. There is also a possibility that changes in the 
physical properties will affect the voltage-level of the output compared to the threshold, 
leading to extensive or no triggering.  
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Figure 2: The input and output from the comparator circuit, where it is clearly shown 
how the output changes between high and low when the input crosses the reference 
value. 
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2.2.2 Differentiator 

Instead of being directly related to the instantaneous input voltage the output of a 
differentiator is represented by the derivation of the input voltage, meaning that the 
output voltage will be proportional to the rate of change of the input voltage. The 
differentiator can also be realized as a passive circuit, and is then generally known as a 
first order high-pass filter. 
 

 

Figure 3: Schematic of the differentiator circuit. The capacitor C1 on the input means 
that the voltage into the amplifier will be a function of the rate of change of the voltage 
on the input. 

This behavior comes from placing the capacitor C1 in Figure 3 on the input and can be 
explained by the relationship between voltage and current on the capacitor;  � = �1 ����� 	.  

With some calculations we can then write the output voltage as 
 =  −1�1 ����� 	.  
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Figure 4: The input and the output of the differentiator. 

The best feature of the differentiator is that it transforms the input to a short pulse 
instead of a constant high signal while triggered, as can be seen when comparing the 
input and output signals in Figure 4. This means that it is possible to have the ZigBee 
unit in sleep-mode most of the time and then activate it in case of a leakage, which is 
very positive in terms of battery-life. The two main problems with this solution are that 
it requires an amplifier to make the signal from the sensor high enough to let the circuit 
move out of sleep-mode and that it is very sensitive for high frequency interference as 
well as instability. The first problem means that in order to make the amplifier work one 
must feed it with power to get a reading, meaning that the power consumption will 
increase considerably. Because of that the differentiator reacts to changes in voltage so 
it must be fed constantly, having a negative effect on battery-life. The second issue is 
usually solved by using a more complex differentiator design which requires more 
components. 
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2.2.3 Integrator  

In an integrator the rate-of-change at the output depends on the input value, which 
means that the output increases if a constant positive voltage is applied at the input. 
Because of this the integrator is highly unsuitable to provide a suitable trigger for the 
ZigBee unit, since it gives a slope of voltage change instead of a trigger edge. 
 

 

Figure 5: Schematic of an integrator circuit. 

As seen in Figure 5 the integrator consists of a resistor and capacitor. When the circuit is 
closed the voltage will load the capacitor, giving an output that represents the change in 
the circuit over time. This means that the integrator can be described as a memory for 
the sensor. The output of this circuit depends on two factors, the transfer ratio and the 
transfer function. The transfer ratio gives the gain from a sinusoidal input with a given 
frequency, while the transfer function gives the transfer ratio depending on signal 
frequency.  The transfer function can be described as  ����� = ��������� = �

������
,  

and 

 �� = �����.  

If the transfer function is divided into separate functions for amplitude, H���, and 
phase, ∅���, they will look like 

 �� � = |"�# �| = $
%$�&   '()  

and 

 ∅��� = arg ����� = −-./0-1 ���  

respectively. 
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2.2.4 High-pass filter 

A high pass filter is a circuit that blocks frequencies lower than the cut-off frequency. 
The frequency is in turn affected by the changes in voltage, meaning that the voltage 
provided from a triggered sensor will make the output from the filter go high. Since the 
voltage will then be constantly high the frequency will decrease short after triggering. 
This means that the output from the filter is represented by a short pulse just at detection 
and will otherwise be low. The simplest filter design is realized by the same configuring 
of the RC-link as in the differentiator and is shown in Figure 6.  
 

 

Figure 6: Schematic of a first order high-pass filter. This is the simplest way of 
designing a high-pass filter, using only a capacitor C1, which makes the circuit to react 
to the rate of change instead of the amplitude of the change, and the resistor R1. 

It is also possible to create the filter using reactive components only, meaning that the 
resistor is replaced by an inductor. This solution is however not a realistic solution 
because the relatively long time in change of voltage so that an impossibly large 
inductor would be needed. As seen in Figure 7 the output of this circuit have the same 
appearance as the differentiator in Figure 4, apart from that it does not amplify the 
output but has the same level as the input. One of the main advantages with this design 
is that it only uses passive components and uses very little power, leading to increased 
battery life. The major disadvantage with this design is that the filter leads to a relatively 
high loss of voltage from the sensor, so an amplifier must be added between the filter 
and the ZigBee unit as done in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7: Simulation of a high-pass filter, and as shown the circuit will give a short 
pulse on the output as a response to a fast change on the input. 

 

 

Figure 8: Amplified high-pass filter. In this design a common non-inverting OP-
amplifier design have been used to make sure that the output is high enough to register a 
trigger in the ZigBee unit 
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This solution however means that the advantage of only passive components is lost and 
this circuit will begin to consume a high amount of power, making the battery life-time 
of the detector unreasonable short. Another problem is that the resistor R1 also works as 
a pull-up for the capacitor C1, meaning that once it has been triggered the resistor 
prevents the capacitor from discharging properly, which leads to the fact that the pulse 
triggered by the first leakage would be higher than following pulses as seen in Figure 9. 
How much the capacitor discharges between two triggers depends on how long time it 
must charge up and how long time it is between the triggers. This difference can be seen 
when comparing the output in Figures 9 and 10, where in Figure 9 it is high during most 
of the period and just have a short dip between the triggers. This leads to much lower 
pulses from this type of input compared to the input in Figure 10. Because a leakage is a 
factor that is impossible to design to behave in a specific way the circuit needs to be 
reset before it can be triggered again, leading to  reduced reliability. 
 

 

Figure 9: Amplified high-pass filter. As can be seen in the picture the first trigger is 
much larger than the other triggers because the capacitor C1 will not discharge fully 
before it gets charged again. 
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Figure 10: Amplified high-pass filter with a pulsed input. Here the input is high for a 
much shorter amount of time then the input in Figure 9, giving the capacitor C1 more 
time to discharge and therefore the trigger results in a larger change in voltage. 

In Figures 9 and 10 one can see the tendency of the capacitor being unable to discharge 
if the input signal is high for a longer period of time, which is also confirmed when 
doing manual measurements. This means that if the sensor triggers by mistake it will be 
unable to detect another leakage for a long period of time, making it unreliable for this 
type of application. 
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2.2.5 Battery 

This circuit is created by a capacitor which is loaded if the circuit gets closed as shown 
in Figure 11. This means that the capacitor can be seen as a small battery, meaning that 
even for small voltages the capacitor will be loaded and then give a high output.  
 

C  

Figure 11: A capacitor used to make sure you get a pulse on the input every time the 
sensor register a leakage. 

The behavior of the memory circuit is directly related to the charging and discharging of 
a capacitor. The charging of the capacitor can be described by 

 2� = 
 �1 − 34 56787	,  

where 
� is the voltage over the capacitor at time t after the charging has started. The 
discharge gives the output from the capacitor and its value that feeds to the ZigBee unit. 
This value can be described by the formula 

 2� = 
� ∙ 34 56787,  
where 
� is the voltage over the capacitor at the beginning of the discharge when time t 
equals zero. This also means that R1 have to be large for the current in the circuit is low, 
otherwise C1 do not discharge as desired. 
 
There are two main advantages with using a memory. One is that since the capacitor 
will be loaded to the same level as the input to the sensor, the specifications of the 
sensor itself are not as important. The other advantage is that since the output from the 
circuit is represented as a memory the sampling frequency can be drastically reduced, 
leading to highly improved battery life-time. 

2.3 Communication 

The third part of the project is to design the software, which has two main purposes. The 
first task is to read the modulated output signal and determine if the sensor has detected 
a leakage or not, and if it has sent an alarm to the center. The other part is to set how it 
will interact with the rest of the network, like scheduling of backup transmissions. This 
was done in C code using IAR Embedded Workbench for compiling and programming 
of the ZigBee unit.  

R1

C1

GND

IN OUT



 

3 The ZigBee standard

The ZigBee specification is a high
the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 Low
The main use for ZigBee is in
large networking are prioritized
inexpensive and self-organizing mesh network used
and automation. ZigBee devices can be divided into the three following types:
 

• ZigBee coordinator.
The coordinator forms the root of the network tree and 
connect itself to other networks. Ther
and it is this device that initially starts the network.

• ZigBee router. 
This type of unit can 
increase the range between

• ZigBee end device. 
This works as an end n
information to other devices in the network
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3.1 Specifications of ZigBee versus other standards 

There are several different protocols for WPANs which are designed for wireless data 
transmission over short distances.  

Some of the most common protocols are [21] 

• Bluetooth – Operates in the 2.4 GHz frequency band, and has a throughput at up 
to 3 Mbit/s and a range of 10 m with 0 dBm (1 mW) output power and 100 m 
with 20 dBm (100 mW). 

• ZigBee – Also operates in the 2.4 GHz frequency band, but the data rate is 0.25 
Mbit/s and the output power is usually 0 dBm (1 mW) which gives a range of 10 
to 50m. 

• WUSB – Operates between 3.1 and 10.6 GHz and has a data rate up to 480 
Mbit/s at ranges up to 3 m and 110 Mbit/s up to 10 m. 

Since these standards are created with different goals in mind, not all of them are 
competing with each other. This is especially true for the WUSB standard, which mainly 
aims for high data rates over short distances. This also means that WUSB consumes a 
large amount of power at the cost of reduced battery life. As also seen above the 
Bluetooth has up to 12 times higher data rate than ZigBee, but consumes about 50 to 
100 times more energy in order to get the same range. This means that in applications 
where data rate is not the main restriction ZigBee is preferable due to much lower 
power consumption.  

3.2 Mesh networks 

ZigBee uses a mesh-network topology, which is motivated by the following two 
observations 

• In most environments different devices are close enough to form a robust 
network by allowing the devices to route messages. 

• In these kinds of networks having the devices to communicate only with their 
near neighbors by limiting the transmit power the efficiency of the channel 
utilization can be improved. 

A wireless mesh network is a network consisting of several nodes where all nodes are 
connected to each other as in Figure 13A, and is then called full mesh topology, or with 
each node connected to at least two other nodes as in Figure 13B, and is then called 
partial mesh topology. This means that if one of the paths would break down due to 
interference or internal failure other nodes in the network are still able to communicate 
by routing the communication to another path.  
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Figure 13: A show what is called a full mesh network topology, which means that every 
node is connected to all other nodes. B show a partial mesh network topology with 
every node connected to one or more other nodes. 

When forming the network a node will broadcast a route request. The nodes that receive 
the request will then add the address of the requesting node to the network. Other nodes 
help not only to boost the signal strength, but they will also forward information to 
other nodes in the network, making it possible to cover a long distance by breaking it 
down into shorter hops. This is not only an advantage for covering large areas, but it 
also gives the network the ability to self-heal, should one of the nodes break down. 

3.3 Profiles 

Another benefit from using ZigBee is the possibility to use profiles to define what task 
the unit is designed for and how it will connect to the network. The profiles also contain 
information which makes it easy to assign the device to a designated task and which 
commands are available for a certain function. This information is split up in two 
different categories. 
 

• Cluster id:  
This is a 16-bit commando that tells the device which function type it is, for 
example a water leakage detector or a humidity sensor, and it contains all 
generic commands for that function. 

• Attrib id:  
This commando sets the type of data of the parameter for functions set  by the 
cluster id 
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This allows the user to easily define the behavior of the device. It also helps to call 
functions when designing the software for the device. In addition to this there are two 
different data formats which are used to define different types of data.  
 

• Message commands: 
These commands are of a free data type, which means that it is completely user 
defined. The advantage is that it is completely free while the disadvantage is that 
all formats must be defined by the user. 

• Key Value Pair (KVP) commands: 
These commands on the other hand are of a structured data format, containing 
for example integer, string and decimal (which is a simple type of the double 
data type but with shorter range). The advantage with this is that the common 
data types are predefined, so if one does not need any special data type it takes 
less work. On the other hand it is not as flexible as the message commands. 

This project utilizes the KVP command structure since it only uses standard types and 
therefore it is not necessary to declare any application specific types of commands. 

3.4 Interference from other wireless applications 

There have been some discussions about possible interference from other applications 
operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency-band, mainly regarding the 802.11 WLAN 
standards which are a common feature in many homes today, but also other devices that 
operates in the 2.4 GHz frequency band. Some papers are even claiming that WLAN 
could effectively prevent 802.15.4 networks from operating except under the most 
favorable conditions. This criticism is met by the ZigBee alliance as can be read in [17], 
which reference to a number of real life measurements from several large trade shows 
each year.  

3.5 Previous work 

A lot of previous work regarding home automation and ZigBee networks has been done 
at ITN, both by development of ZigBee units as well as the implementation of ZigBee 
networks in different applications. At this time most of these projects are working on 
implementing indoor-climate monitoring and control in different types of buildings, 
ranging from churches and castles to villas and multi-family apartments. One of the 
people who are working on this at ITN is Johan Nordlander who is working on 
individual energy measurements and wireless indoor climate control, for introducing 
individual billing in multi-family buildings among other things. The other person is 
Allan Huynh, who is working on climate control in cultural buildings.  
 
The work done by Johan Nordlander is a joint project between ITN, the Swedish Energy 
Authority and NCC as a trial in introducing individual energy measurements and billing 
in multi-family homes. One of the parts in this project is to design software which 
collect data from a number of sensors and pass it on to a central data monitoring centrer. 
It is also designed to alarm the owner of the home locally and by SMS. In Figures 14 
and 15 one can see the display of the central unit. 
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Figure 14: The main page of the central unit, which contains links to the different 
functions of the main program. 

 
 

 

Figure 15: The program with the leakage sensor triggered (15A), and not triggered 
(15B). Adding more sensors to the network would result in more devices showing up on 
the screen, making it easy to see where a possible leakage has occurred by seeing which 
sensor the alarm comes from. 

  

 
A 

 
B 
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4 Hardware design 

In this section there will be an evaluation of the different designs based on the results 
from simulations and real measurements as well as a discussion around how these 
results affect the suitability of the designs for use in this product. 

4.1 Sensor Design 

This chapter contains a discussion about how the sensor is affected by different shapes 
and how these designs behave for different parameters like size. All these things are 
used to determine the behavior and reliability of the sensor. 

4.1.1 Choice of the sensor type 

As discussed in the theory part there are several ways of triggering on environmental 
changes, some more suitable for leakage detection than others. When looking at the 
theory behind the different techniques one can state as follows 

• Physical 
Since the first method by measuring physical parameters works by measuring 
differences in voltage due to changes in the surrounding medium it has 
capabilities to measure very small changes. Therefore it is a good way to 
measure changes in, for example, humidity or temperature. On the other hand all 
the factors except the one to be monitored must be considered in order to have a 
reliable sensor. If this is not done correctly there is a chance that the sensor will 
act as if a leakage has occurred even if the actual change occurred in the 
temperature in the room. This means that the sensor might be alarming for 
something it is not supposed to monitor, which is not good. The other method is 
more suitable for leakage-detection since the triggering of change in the 
dielectric constant of the surrounding medium gives a more digital behavior and 
is not likely to be triggered by changes other than in the medium to be 
monitored. However both of these solutions would be unnecessarily complicated 
for the intended application since it would demand a more complex design than 
some other solutions. 

• Optical 
This solution is mainly good for monitoring a closed space, like a pipe, because 
it relies on the light being refracted in a precise way for the sensor to work. This 
means that for this application it would require a more complicated design to be 
used in open spaces and even then it would be relatively unreliable in this type 
of application. 

• State 
A relatively simple solution which works by letting the leakage act as a moisture 
bridge between two conducting elements. This means that it is not as sensitive as 
some of the other solutions but have very good utilities to act as a trigger. 

Since the sensor in this project is digital in its nature, triggered or not triggered, it is 
most suitable to use a type of sensor which just has two stages of on and off. One can 
then let the leakage, acting as a conducting bridge, work as a gate to complete the 
circuit to trigger when a leakage would occur. 
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4.1.1.1 Reliability 

One aspect of the design of the transmitter is the reliability, in order to lessen the chance 
of a sensor breaking down because of damage or long-term use. One way to provide an 
alarm in case something should happen is to place a resistor to get a small current 
constantly flowing through the circuit to create an indicator if something should 
malfunction. The disadvantage of this is that ZigBee is constantly operating, which 
consumes power. Therefore it can be more profitable over time to not use this solution 
and always let the transmitter stay off when not triggered. This also means that there is 
no stage between on or off when measuring if the sensor is triggered or not, leaving 
more options when designing the input network since there is no need to adapt it to 
different levels of voltage. It also leads to less complexity in the software. 

4.1.1.2 Sensitivity 

To see how the sensitivity is affected by different designs a test-board was constructed 
according to the designs in Figure 16. To investigate the possibility of using more 
specific designs a sensor shaped like the logotype of Linköping University was also 
made, and this is shown as design 5 in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: This figure shows the test-board for different sensor design options and the 
specifically designed sensor shaped like the LiU logotype. 

The amplitude received if a sensor is triggered is proportional to the distance between 
the two copper areas connected by the liquid. 

4.2 Transmitter Design 

Part of the transmitter design has been made with uniformity to the other parts in the 
project in mind. This means that the same case can be used for all types of devises that 
exist in the project, which gives a uniform design. Figure 17 show the schematic of the 
transmitter including all parts which are to be placed inside the box and Figure 18 show 
the actual PCB layout of the transmitter. The shape of the transmitter board is designed 
to fit the box that is used for all different peripheral devices of this project. 
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Figure 17: Schematic of the transmitter showing the ZigBee unit, the input circuit with 
the connection to the sensor and the battery circuitry which power the transmitter. 

 

 

Figure 18: PCB layout of the transmitter 
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4.2.2 Choice of input network 

As mentioned in the theory section there is a number of different kinds of circuits that 
have been considered as possible for placement between the sensor and the ZigBee unit. 
Apart from the design of the circuit itself there are some different parameters which 
affect the behavior and power consumption of the device.  

4.2.2.1 Fixed level versus change in voltage triggering 

There are two main ways to make the device trigger in case of a leakage. One is to 
measure the input value and compare that to a preset threshold, if the measured voltage 
is above that threshold the sensor will send an alarm. The other solution reacts to the 
changes in voltage, which means that if there is a sudden increase or decrease it will 
sense that change and send an eventual alarm. 

4.2.2.2 Single-supply versus dual supply in amplification 

When constructing an amplifier one has two choices when providing supply voltage to 
power the amplifier. One is to feed the amplifier with two equal values, but one positive 
and one negative. The other way is to only provide a positive voltage and set the other 
end to ground. To get equal amplification for both positive and negative values the 
second solution usually means one must add a network to set off the input to half of the 
positive feed. However, since there is no negative voltage from the transmitter this is 
not necessary in this application. This means that all amplification necessary must be 
obtained by the use of single supply amplification. The advantages of this are both a 
simpler design and lower power consumption. 
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5 Software design 

In this section there will be a discussion about the structure and design of the software 
which is controlling the ZigBee unit. All the main control of the ZigBee is implemented 
the file implementation.c (appendix C), where all ports of the unit and external 
functions are declared. Those in turn are mainly declarations of functions, called 
macros, used to call functions which are declared in other files. Because of this solution 
the code in the main file is very easy to overlook and it is very easy to change the 
behavior of the device. 

5.1 The analog to digital (ADC) buffer 

The ADC buffer is designed as a circular buffer, described in Figures 19 and 20, to 
provide a way to compare to the mean value over a specified amount of time. The buffer 
is named like this because it buffers the values from the sensor, meaning that the input 
data is read from one of the ADC ports on the ZigBee unit, before they are processed in 
the buffer. 
 

 

Figure 19: A conceptual display of a circular buffer, here displayed as a ring since the 
buffer have no beginning or end on the usual sense. This means that the buffer can store 

an infinite amount of values and still be of a reasonable size. 

As seen in Figure 19 the buffer has no beginning or end in the normal sense. Since 
memory is never physically a ring this is just a way to show the idea behind the buffer, 
and a more correct way to describe it is as a linear array which return to the start 
position when it reaches the last element and then begin to overwrite the oldest stored 
values. This is shown in Figures 20A and 20B. 
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Figure 20: A represents an eight slot circular buffer at some instant in time. FigureB 
shows the same buffer an instant later, which means that the previous oldest value [n-7] 
has been overwritten with a new value and is now denoted as [n]. This also means that 
all other values in the buffer have become one instant older. After the newest value has 

reached the last slot in the buffer it will go back and begin storing values from address 0 
again. This means that a continuous stream of data in the buffer is kept relevant by 

overwriting the oldest values in the buffer with a new value once all slots in the buffer 
are filled.  

The main purpose of the ADC buffer is to make the unit less sensible to accidental 
triggering and also provide a delay in the system to avoid some unintentional triggering. 
The sensitivity and the delay are both set by changing the size of the buffer. Since the 
AD-converter on the ZigBee unit is set to a resolution of 8 bits, or 256 levels, and the 
input network makes the input either high or low, the effect of each element in the 
buffer is 255 divided by the buffer size. 
 

5.3 Macros 

All common functions in the software are built as macros, meaning that large blocks of 
code can be accessed using short designators that have been assigned to each block. 
This also means that functions that are frequently used by one or more applications can 
share one tested function, reducing the amount of sources for eventual errors as well as 
saving amount of work. As an example the following declarations can be used. 
 

PROCESS_EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( ) 
 
  SYS_EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( ) 
    EVENT_AF_DATA_CONFIRM_CMD( data_confirm_error ) 
    EVENT_AF_INCOMING_KVP_STD( ) 
    EVENT_AF_INCOMING_MSG_STD( ) 
    EVENT_ZDO_NEW_DSTADDR( ) 
    EVENT_ZDO_STATE_CHANGE_CB( app.nwk_state, OnZDOStateChanged ) 
  SYS_EVENT_MAP_END( ) 
         
  EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( EVENT_AUTOFIND_EVT ) 
    EVENT_FUNCTION( OnAutoFind )     
  EVENT_MAP_END( EVENT_AUTOFIND_EVT ) 
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  EVENT_TIMER( EVENT_MEASURE_WATER_LEAKAGE, OnMeasureWaterLeakage ) 
PROCESS_EVENT_MAP_END( ) 

Can when defined as a macro be called and used in the main program by using the following line… 

 

uint16_t ProcessEvent( uint8_t task_id, uint16_t events )                      

{                                                                              

  afIncomingMSGPacket_t *MSGpkt     = NULL;                                    

  zAddrType_t *dstAddr              = NULL;                                    

  ZDO_NewDstAddr_t *ZDO_NewDstAddr  = NULL;                                    

  afDataConfirm_t *afDataConfirm    = NULL;                                    

                                                                               

  uint8_t sentEP;                                                              

  uint8_t sentTransID;                                                         

  ZStatus_t sentStatus;                                                        

  if ( events & SYS_EVENT_MSG ) {                                              

                                                                               

    while ( (MSGpkt = (afIncomingMSGPacket_t *)osal_msg_receive( 

app.task_id )) ) {  

                                                                               

      switch ( MSGpkt->hdr.event ) {                                           

        case KEY_CHANGE:                                                       

          func( ((keyChange_t *)MSGpkt)->state, ((keyChange_t 

*)MSGpkt)->keys );  

          break; 

 

        case AF_DATA_CONFIRM_CMD: 

          afDataConfirm = (afDataConfirm_t *)MSGpkt;                           

          sentEP        = afDataConfirm->endpoint;                             

          sentStatus    = afDataConfirm->hdr.status;                           

          sentTransID   = afDataConfirm->transID;                              

                                                                               

          if ( sentStatus != ZSuccess ) {                                      

            error_func( afDataConfirm, sentEP, sentTransID );                  

          }                                                                    

                                                                               

          (void)sentEP;                                                        

          (void)sentTransID;                                                   

          break; 

 

        case AF_INCOMING_KVP_CMD:                                              

          func( (afIncomingKVPPacket_t *)MSGpkt );                             

          osal_mem_free( MSGpkt->cmd.Data );                                   

          break; 

 

        case AF_INCOMING_GRP_KVP_CMD:                                          

          func( (afIncomingKVPPacket_t *)MSGpkt );                             

          osal_mem_free( MSGpkt->cmd.Data );                                   

          break; 

 

        case AF_INCOMING_KVP_CMD:                                              

        case AF_INCOMING_GRP_KVP_CMD:                                          

          func( (afIncomingKVPPacket_t *)MSGpkt );                             

          osal_mem_free( MSGpkt->cmd.Data );                                   

          break; 

 

        case AF_INCOMING_MSG_CMD:                                              

          func( MSGpkt );                                                      

          osal_mem_free( MSGpkt->cmd.Data );                                   

          break; 
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          EVENT_AF_INCOMING_KVP( ProcessKVPCmd ) 

 

          EVENT_AF_INCOMING_MSG_CMD( ProcessMSGCmd ) 

 

        case ZDO_NEW_DSTADDR:                                                  

          ZDO_NewDstAddr    = (ZDO_NewDstAddr_t *)MSGpkt;                      

                                                                               

          dstAddr           = &ZDO_NewDstAddr->dstAddr;                        

          end_point_t *ep;                                                     

          ep = EPFromEndpoint( ZDO_NewDstAddr->dstAddrEP );                    

          if ( ep == NULL )                                                    

            continue;                                                          

                                                                               

          if ( ep->dst_addr.endPoint == 0 ) {                                  

            ep->dst_addr.addrMode = (afAddrMode_t)dstAddr->addrMode;           

            ep->dst_addr.endPoint = ZDO_NewDstAddr->dstAddrDstEP;              

                                                                               

            if ( dstAddr->addrMode == Addr16Bit ) {                            

              ep->dst_addr.addr.shortAddr = dstAddr->addr.shortAddr;           

            }                                                                  

          }                                                                    

          break; 

 

        default:                                                               

          break;                                                               

      }                                                                        

                                                                               

      osal_msg_deallocate( (uint8 *)MSGpkt );                                  

    }                                                                          

                                                                               

    return (events ^ SYS_EVENT_MSG);                                           

  } 

 

  return 0;                                                                    

} 

 
This still means a lot of work to start with, since it takes as much code to define a macro 
as to write the same function in the main program. The benefit comes when the macros 
are defined since it means a lot more flexibility when programming the actual device 
and it also makes it easier to modify the program if it is needed to change or add 
functions. 

5.4 Power mode 

There are two different default states for the ZigBee-unit. One way is to program it to be 
in sleep-mode while it is idle, and then have it wake up to start processing data and 
report to the central system by an interrupt from the sensor. The other way is to read the 
output from the sensor by sampling on a suitable interval. The advantages with the first 
way are that it increases the battery life-time. The advantages with the other option are 
that it brings more flexibility to the behavior of the ZigBee, since it is regularly 
updating data. 
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6 Results and discussion 

Here it will be a qualitative presentation and discussion about the simulated and 
measured results from the different designs. In this part measurements on the ZigBee 
unit are not included because in this project this unit was predetermined, and therefore 
not a variable which can be affected. 

6.1 Sensor 

After the testing the results show that the actual shape of the sensor affects the output to 
a relatively small amount, the most affecting factor is the distance between the two 
sensing areas. This means that the size of the output is not a very big issue. Mainly 
durability and eventual false triggering issues needs to be considered. Because of this it 
is possible to make an appealing design. Figure 16 shows the different designs that were 
realized for studying the behavior. The figurative approach to sensor design in the form 
of a LiU logotype shape is also shown in Figure 16. 

As described before there are some different approaches to how the monitoring of the 
sensor is to be done.  One way is to continuously read the values from the sensor, which 
would require the sensor circuit to be fed with power continuously and therefore also 
have a bad effect on the battery life-time. Another way is to sample values at a 
predetermined interval. In the tables below one can study the difference between the 
two solutions. There is also the possibility to have the sensor in a sleep mode and then 
let it wake up and start sampling if it gets triggered by a pulse at a detected leakage. In 
the tables below one can see the different power consumptions depending on different 
designs and if the none-triggered state is represented by a short or a threshold value set 
by adding resistance over the sensor. 
 
Table 1: Sensors with resistor 
Design Idle (V) Triggered 

(V) (10%) 
Triggered 
(V) (50%) 

Triggered 
(V) (100%) 

Feed (V) 

1 3.28 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.3 
2 3.28 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.3 
3 3.28 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.3 
4 3.28 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.3 
5 3.28 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.3 

 

Table 2: Sensors without resistor 
Design Idle (V) Triggered 

(V) (10%) 
Triggered 
(V) (50%) 

Triggered 
(V) (100%) 

Feed (V) 

1 0 3.20 3.26 3.28 3.3 
2 0 3.28 3.28 3.28 3.3 
3 0 3.28 3.28 3.29 3.3 
4 0 3.10 3.20 3.22 3.3 
5 0 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.3 

As seen when comparing the voltages from Tables 1 and 2 there is a clear difference in 
terms of power consumption, where the solution with the resistor would require an 
unreasonable amount of power since it have a voltage over it even when idle without 
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really providing any advantage. The solution with a resistor for constant monitoring also 
requires more complex software and transmitter hardware design since it have a more 
complex behavior than the other solution. Taking all this into consideration one can 
conclude that as long as the two sensing areas are placed close enough to each other the 
actual shape of the areas does not affect the performance, and therefore I decided to use 
the sensor shaped like a LiU logo as seen in figure 21 because of the more appealing 
looks. 

 

 

Figure 21: Sensor board, here in the shape of the LiU logotype 

6.2 Sensor circuitry 

When looking at the different designs possible for the input circuit there are solutions 
that would provide a suitable trigger for the ZigBee unit. Table 3 lists the measurements 
from the different input circuits, showing power consumption both while idle and 
triggered. 

Table 3: Power consumption for different input circuits 
Design Idle 

(mA) 
Idle with 
amplifier (mA) 

Triggered 
(mA) 

Triggered with amplifier 
(mA) 

Comparator - 12 - 12 
Differentiator - 12 - 12 
High-pass 0 12 0.012 12 
Integrator 0 12 0.012 12 
Battery 0 - 0.012 - 
 

There are several different designs that have different behaviors which would be 
suitable to use for triggering. Unfortunately there is always a loss in real devices, 
making the output signal too low to be suitable for this application without adding some 
kind of amplification between the circuit and the ZigBee-unit. This in turn leads to a 
considerably higher power consumption, which negatively affects the battery life time 
of the device. As a result of this one wants to find a sensor circuitry with a suitable 
output which is high enough. This makes the memory circuit the most suitable solution 
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both in terms of simplicity in design as well as in power consumption. 

 

• Comparator 
The comparator is usually a good way to do measurements, but in this 
application the flexibility one can achieve by being able to set the threshold is 
not really necessary. There is also a matter of power-efficiency since the 
amplifier consumes more power each time one wants to make a measurement.  

 
•  Differentiator 

The output from the differentiator is very similar to the output of the high-pass 
filter, which means that the differentiator has the same advantages and 
disadvantages as the filter design. Also, since differentiators implement an 
amplifier to increase the amplitude of the output this solution also has the 
disadvantage of relatively high power-consumption. 
 

•  Integrator 
Because the output of this circuit is changing for a fixed level voltage it provides 
a slope instead of an edge to trigger on, which makes it unsuitable for use in this 
design. 
 

•  High-pass filter 
The output from this circuit has both advantages and disadvantages. The good 
thing is that the pulse is easy to detect, while the big problem is that when the 
pulse is caught the unit must sample at a very large interval, greatly reducing 
battery life time. There is also a problem with loss in the circuit which means 
that an amplifier must be placed after the circuit, reducing the battery-time even 
further. 
 

•  Battery circuit 
The main advantage of this solution is that the circuit will work as a battery, 
which will discharge when it reaches a certain capacity, making sure that the 
output will be high regardless of how high the voltage over the sensor is. This 
also means that there is no need to amplify the signal before it is fed to the 
ZigBee unit. This means no power consumption until it gets a high enough 
output 
 



 

Figure 22: The complete device with the transmitter and input circuit in the case with 
the diode for indication 

For the same reason there are some designs that have looked very promising on the 
simulation stage, but then have failed in 
components. One example for this is the high
in the testing compared to the simulations, but also did not work properly because the 
resistor in the circuit also acted as a pull
discharge after triggering. This lead to
once the output from the network was always set to high, which means that the circuit 
could only be used to detect 

6.3 Software 

Since the stack and the earlier created 
integrate the device with the main
software. Since the use of macros also reduces the amount of repe
codes it is also relatively me
can regulate the sensitivity of the sensor since it is determined by the size of the buffer, 
which can easily be adjusted to adapt to the demands of different environments. 
other is that since it requires several samples to give a high effect
the ZigBee it will act as a built
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The complete device with the transmitter and input circuit in the case with 
for indication of leakage connected to the sensor.

there are some designs that have looked very promising on the 
simulation stage, but then have failed in testing due to the non-

example for this is the high-pass filter, which not only ha
compared to the simulations, but also did not work properly because the 

resistor in the circuit also acted as a pull-up resistance stopping the capacitor to 
discharge after triggering. This lead to the fact that once the circuit had been triggered 
once the output from the network was always set to high, which means that the circuit 

uld only be used to detect before it is shortened in order to discharge the capacitor.

Since the stack and the earlier created software are available it was relatively easy to 
the device with the main project. This results in a well structured and 

software. Since the use of macros also reduces the amount of repeatedly used chunks of 
it is also relatively memory efficient. The software also has the advantage that it 

can regulate the sensitivity of the sensor since it is determined by the size of the buffer, 
which can easily be adjusted to adapt to the demands of different environments. 

it requires several samples to give a high effect on the
the ZigBee it will act as a built-in delay in the device. 

 

 

The complete device with the transmitter and input circuit in the case with 
connected to the sensor. 

there are some designs that have looked very promising on the 
-ideality in real 

only has a 80% loss 
compared to the simulations, but also did not work properly because the 

up resistance stopping the capacitor to 
circuit had been triggered 

once the output from the network was always set to high, which means that the circuit 
in order to discharge the capacitor. 

relatively easy to 
ell structured and working 

ly used chunks of 
the advantage that it 

can regulate the sensitivity of the sensor since it is determined by the size of the buffer, 
which can easily be adjusted to adapt to the demands of different environments. The 

the value tested by 
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6.4 System performance 

The performance of the device is determined by a combination between ability to detect 
possible leakage, battery-time and reliability over time. If one wants to increase the 
chance for the sensor to detect a possible leakage the size of the sensor must be fairly 
larger, and at the extreme case the sensor would cover the whole area to be monitored. 
This is however neither economically viable nor a practically good solution since it 
would mean that it would be too sensitive for droplets or any conducting material 
placed in the space. If one however should feel that a single sensor is not enough for 
covering an area more sensors could be added by splitting the cable into several loops, 
and then placing the sensors at suitable positions to solve the problem. When it comes to 
battery time it is an advantage to have a solution based solely on passive components 
without any need for amplification between the sensor and the ZigBee unit. Because of 
this the detector only consumes 12uA when triggered and no power consumption when 
not triggered, compared to the 12mA if a solution with amplification had been used. 
This means that the battery life-time is estimated to be up to 10 years when using 
lithium technology batteries. As discussed in the software theory section the ZigBee 
protocol is very suitable for this type of applications due to low power consumption and 
very resistant against interference due to other nearby applications operating in the same 
frequency range, like Bluetooth and wireless networks. 
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7 Conclusions 

During this project some interesting things have been concluded as follows. 

• It is possible to make a reliable and efficient wireless water leakage detector 
using the ZigBee technology together with specifically designed sensors with 
only passive components. 

• It is possible to make this type of application with no power consumption apart 
from the ZigBee unit thanks to the use of pure passive components giving the 
device an excellent battery life-time. 

• ZigBee is very suitable for this type of applications compared to other wireless 
techniques thanks to its low power consumption and ease of use when creating 
or connecting to existing networks without risk for interference with other 
wireless applications 
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8 Future outlook 

During this project I have found some things that could be developed as a compliment 
to the water leakage detector to improve the functionality in terms of preventing 
damage. 

• It could be an advantage to develop different kinds of sensors in order to 
increase the flexibility in terms of different types of monitoring and different 
ways to place the sensor. This could among other things involve the following: 

o A sensor cord which for example could be placed together with pipes for 
floor heating, which otherwise can be hard to monitor in this way since 
they are usually enclosed in the floor. 

o Sensor probes which could be easier to place efficiently in some places, 
and also be less sensitive for droplets if placed with some distance. 

• A valve which is compatible with the network could be used to shut off the 
water flow in order to minimize the amount of damage caused by an eventual 
leakage.  This could either be implemented as a part of the transceiver unit or a 
standalone application. The advantage with the first option would be that it 
requires one unit instead of two in some places. The advantage with a standalone 
version is that it can be placed independent of the sensor. Since it is controlled 
wirelessly from the central unit it is easy to make it to respond to several 
sensors. 
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Appendix A – ADC_filter.c 
/************************************************* 

 * auhtor @ Anders Pettersson 

 */ 

 

/************************************************** 

 * INCLUDES 

 */ 

#include "ADC_filter.h" 

#include "string.h" 

/*************************************************/ 

         

int mean_shift_in( adc_filter_t* adc, int n ) 

{ 

  int temp = adc->buffer[ adc->index ]; 

  adc->buffer[ adc->index ] = n; 

  adc->average += ( ( n - temp ) / 10 ); 

   

  adc->index++; 

  adc->index %= buffer_length; 

         

  return adc->average; 

} 

void adc_filter_reset( adc_filter_t* adc ) 

{ 

  //memset( adc->buffer, 0, sizeof( double )*10 ); 

  adc->average = 0; 

  adc->index = 0; 

} 
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Appendix B – ADC_filter.h 
#ifndef _FILE_ADC_BUFFER_H 

#define _FILE_ADC_BUFFER_H 

 

#define buffer_length 10 

typedef struct _adc_filter_t{ 

 int average; 

 int buffer[ buffer_length ]; 

 int index; 

}adc_filter_t; 

 

#endif 

extern int mean_shift_in( adc_filter_t* adc, int n ); 

extern void adc_filter_reset( adc_filter_t* adc ); 
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Appendix C – Implementation.c 
#include "Implementation.h" 

#include "adc_filter.h" 

 

/********************************************************************* 

 * INCLUDES 

 */ 

#include "ImplementationData.h" 

#include "string.h" 

#include "..\..\..\libraries\ee.h" 

#include "..\..\..\libraries\i2c\i2c_bb.h" 

#include "..\..\..\libraries\rtc\rtc.h" 

//#include "..\..\..\libraries\hardware\SHTx.h" 

 

//------------------------------------- 

// ZStack includes 

#include "ZDApp.h" 

#include "AF.h" 

#include "ZComDef.h" 

 

#include "hal_adc.h" 

#include "hal_timer.h" 

#include "hal_led.h" 

//------------------------------------- 

 

 

IMPLEMENT_APP( ) 

IMPLEMENT_EP( ) 

 

/********************************************************************* 

 * CONSTANTS 

 */ 

 

/********************************************************************* 

 * MACROS 

 */ 

#define hex_nibble( d ) \ 

  ((d < 0x0A) ? '0' + d : 'A' + (d-0x0A) ) 

 

void itoh( uint16_t data, uint8_t *buffer ) 

{ 

      buffer[0] = hex_nibble( ( (data >> 12 ) & 0x0F ) ); 

      buffer[1] = hex_nibble( ( (data >> 8 ) & 0x0F ) ); 

      buffer[2] = hex_nibble( ( (data >> 4 ) & 0x0F ) ); 

      buffer[3] = hex_nibble( ( (data >> 0 ) & 0x0F ) ); 

      buffer[4] = '\0'; 

} 

/********************************************************************* 

 * LOCAL VARIABLES 

 */ 

 

/********************************************************************* 

 * GLOBAL VARIABLES 

 */ 

 

/********************************************************************* 

 * DECLARATION LOCAL FUNCTIONS 

 */ 

 

void data_confirm_error( afDataConfirm_t *afDataConfirm, byte sentEP, 
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byte sentTransID ); 

 

void OnSetFactoryDefault( afIncomingKVPPacket_t *pkt ); 

 

void OnAutoFind( ); 

void OnMeasureWaterLeakage( ); 

void OnDebugNewDstAddr( ) 

{ 

  OnMeasureWaterLeakage( ); 

} 

      

void OnZDOStateChanged( uint8_t task_id, devStates_t state ); 

/********************************************************************* 

 * MESSAGE MAPS 

 */ 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------

-------- 

// Application attributes 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

STD_ATTRIB_MAP_BEGIN( ) 

 

  //------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  // General attributes 

  ATTRIB_HARDWARE_VERSION( dt_hw_version ) 

  ATTRIB_ZCL_VERSION( dt_zcl_version ) 

  ATTRIB_MANUFACTURER_NAME( dt_manufacturer_name ) 

  ATTRIB_MODEL_ID( dt_model_id ) 

  ATTRIB_DATE_CODE( dt_date_code ) 

  ATTRIB_POWER_SOURCE( dt_power_source ) 

  ATTRIB_LOCATION( dt_location ) 

  ATTRIB_PHYSICAL_ENVIRONMENT( dt_physical_environment ) 

  ATTRID_DEVICE_ENABLED( dt_device_enable ) 

   

  //------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  // Application specific 

  ATTRIB_READ( CLUSTERID_WATER_LEAKAGE, ATTRIB_CURRENT, 

DATATYPE_INT16, app.data.water_leakage.data.value ) 

  ATTRIB_READ( CLUSTERID_WATER_LEAKAGE, ATTRIB_MAX, DATATYPE_INT16, 

app.data.water_leakage.data.max ) 

  ATTRIB_READ( CLUSTERID_WATER_LEAKAGE, ATTRIB_MIN, DATATYPE_INT16, 

app.data.water_leakage.data.min ) 

 

   //----------------------------------------------------------------- 

     

STD_ATTRIB_MAP_END( ) 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Input cluster list 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

STD_IN_CLUSTER_MAP_BEGIN( ) 

  1, //CLUSTERID_WATER_LEAKAGE 

STD_IN_CLUSTER_MAP_END( ) 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Output cluster list 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

STD_OUT_CLUSTER_MAP_BEGIN( )  

  1, //CLUSTERID_WATER_LEAKAGE 

STD_OUT_CLUSTER_MAP_END( ) 
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//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Device description 

DEVICE_DESC_MAP_BEGIN( )      

  STD_DEVICE_DESC( APP_ENDPOINT, APP_PROFID, APP_DEVICEID, 

APP_DEVICE_VERSION, APP_FLAGS ) 

DEVICE_DESC_MAP_END( ) 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Main event message map 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PROCESS_EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( ) 

 

  SYS_EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( ) 

    EVENT_AF_DATA_CONFIRM_CMD( data_confirm_error ) 

    EVENT_AF_INCOMING_KVP_STD( ) 

    EVENT_AF_INCOMING_MSG_STD( ) 

//    EVENT_ZDO_NEW_DSTADDR( ) 

        case ZDO_NEW_DSTADDR:                                                  

          ZDO_NewDstAddr    = (ZDO_NewDstAddr_t *)MSGpkt;                             

          dstAddr           = &ZDO_NewDstAddr->dstAddr;                        

          end_point_t *ep;                                                     

          ep = EPFromEndpoint( ZDO_NewDstAddr->dstAddrEP );                 

 

          if ( ep == NULL )                                                    

            continue;                                                          

                                

          if ( ep->dst_addr.endPoint == 0 ) { 

            ep->dst_addr.addrMode = (afAddrMode_t)dstAddr->addrMode;             

            ep->dst_addr.endPoint = ZDO_NewDstAddr->dstAddrDstEP;                

                                                                                 

            if ( dstAddr->addrMode == Addr16Bit ) {                              

              ep->dst_addr.addr.shortAddr = dstAddr->addr.shortAddr;             

            }                                                                    

          } 

        break; 

    EVENT_ZDO_STATE_CHANGE_CB( app.nwk_state, OnZDOStateChanged ) 

  SYS_EVENT_MAP_END( ) 

 

  //------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  // EVENT_MEASURE     

/*   

  EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( EVENT_MEASURE_HUMIDITY ) 

    EVENT_FUNCTION( OnMeasureHumidity )     

  EVENT_MAP_END( EVENT_MEASURE_HUMIDITY )     

 

  EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( EVENT_MEASURE_TEMPERATURE ) 

    EVENT_FUNCTION( OnMeasureTemperature )     

  EVENT_MAP_END( EVENT_MEASURE_TEMPERATURE ) 

*/ 

         

  EVENT_MAP_BEGIN( EVENT_AUTOFIND_EVT ) 

    EVENT_FUNCTION( OnAutoFind )     

  EVENT_MAP_END( EVENT_AUTOFIND_EVT ) 

     

  EVENT_TIMER( EVENT_MEASURE_WATER_LEAKAGE, OnMeasureWaterLeakage ) 

PROCESS_EVENT_MAP_END( ) 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// KVP message map 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

KVP_RcvEVENT_MAP_BEGIN( ) 
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KVP_RcvEVENT_MAP_END( ) 

 

KVP_RcvEVENTRESP_MAP_BEGIN( ) 

KVP_RcvEVENTRESP_MAP_END( ) 

 

KVP_RcvGET_MAP_BEGIN( )    

KVP_RcvGET_MAP_END( ) 

 

KVP_RcvGETRESP_MAP_BEGIN( ) 

KVP_RcvGETRESP_MAP_END( ) 

 

KVP_RcvSET_BEGIN( ) 

  //------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  // Factory default 

  KVP_CLUSTER_EVENT( CLUSTERID_FACTORY_DEFAULT, OnSetFactoryDefault ) 

  //------------------------------------------------------------------ 

KVP_RcvSET_END( ) 

 

KVP_RcvSETRESP_BEGIN( ) 

KVP_RcvSETRESP_END( ) 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// EE data map 

//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

EE_DATA_MAP_BEGIN( ) 

  EE_PARAM( test ) 

EE_DATA_MAP_END( ) 

/********************************************************************* 

 * IMPLEMENTATION LOCAL FUNCTIONS 

 */ 

void data_confirm_error( afDataConfirm_t *afDataConfirm, byte sentEP, 

byte sentTransID ) 

{ 

} 

void led_on( void ) 

{ 

  DDRD |= BV( 3 ); 

  PORTD &= ~BV( 3 ); 

} 

 

void led_off( void ) 

{ 

  PORTD |= BV( 3 ); 

  DDRD &= ~BV( 3 ); 

} 

/********************************************************************* 

 * IMPLEMENTATION GLOBAL FUNCTIONS 

 */ 

void Implementation_Init( byte task_id ) 

{ 

  app.nwk_state                 = DEV_INIT;  

  app.task_id                   = task_id; 

 

  OnSetFactoryDefault( NULL ); 

  EP_RESET_FROM_INDEX( 0, APP_ENDPOINT );  

//  EP_RESET_DEFAULT( ) 

       

  REGISTER_DEVICE_DESCRIPTION( ITN_zcl_Init ) 

  STD_REGISTER_DEVICE_ATTRIBS( 0 ); 

 

  // Register the ZCL General Cluster Library callback functions 
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  // register_callbackfunctions( ENDPOINT ); 

 

  // Register the application's attribute list 

  // zcl_registerAttrList( ENDPOINT, MAX_ATTRIBUTES, Attrs ); 

 

  // Register for all key events - This app will handle all key events 

  // RegisterForKeys( app.task_id ); 

   

  // Initialize the timers 

  // HalTimerInit( ); 

     

  // Initialize the adc 

    HalAdcInit(); 

   

    app.data.water_leakage.interval.value = 1; 

    OnMeasureWaterLeakage( ); 

     

  // Initialize the RTC   

  // rtc_reset( ); 

  // rtc_register( ); 

   

  //Initialize the ADC filter 

  //adc_filter_reset( &app.data.water_leakage.adc_filter ); 

   

  // Initialize the power management system 

  // pm_init( pm_mode_battery ); 

} 

 

void OnAutoFind( ) 

{ 

  // ZDApp_AutoFindDestination( EMBDevice_epDesc[0].endPoint ); 

  EP_AutoFindDestinations( ); 

 

  // SetLed( LED3, LED_OFF ); //Clear RED LED 

} 

     

void OnMeasureWaterLeakage( ) 

{ 

  app.data.water_leakage.interval.value--; 

  app.data.water_leakage.data.value = HalAdcRead( HAL_ADC_CHANNEL_3, 

HAL_ADC_RESOLUTION_8 ); 

  app.data.water_leakage.adc_filter.average = mean_shift_in( 

&app.data.water_leakage.adc_filter,  

                                                            

app.data.water_leakage.data.value ); 

 

  if( app.data.water_leakage.adc_filter.average >= 

app.data.send_threshold ) 

    led_on(); 

  else 

    led_off(); 

   

  if( app.data.water_leakage.interval.value == 0 ||  

      app.data.water_leakage.adc_filter.average >= 

app.data.send_threshold ||  

      app.data.water_leakage.interval.larm_value > 0 ) {   

   

 if( app.data.water_leakage.adc_filter.average >= 

app.data.send_threshold ) 

  app.data.water_leakage.interval.larm_value = 

app.data.water_leakage.interval.larm_rvalue; 
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 if( app.data.water_leakage.interval.larm_value > 0 ) 

  app.data.water_leakage.interval.larm_value--; 

   

 app.data.water_leakage.interval.value = 

app.data.water_leakage.interval.rvalue; 

 HalLedSet( HAL_LED_1, HAL_LED_MODE_ON ); 

     

    char temp_buf[8]; 

    unsigned short d = (unsigned 

short)app.data.water_leakage.adc_filter.average; 

    temp_buf[0] = 'L'; 

 

    itoh( d, temp_buf + 1 ); 

    temp_buf[5] = ' '; 

    temp_buf[7] = LO_UINT16(0x3F3F); 

    temp_buf[6] = HI_UINT16(0x3F3F); 

 

    HalLedSet( HAL_LED_2, HAL_LED_MODE_ON ); 

    HalLedSet( HAL_LED_2, HAL_LED_MODE_OFF ); 

 

    afFillAndSendMessage( &app.end_points[0].dst_addr, 

app.end_points[0].ep.endPoint, 1, 

                             1, FRAMETYPE_KVP, &app.trans_id, 

                             NULL, DATATYPE_CHAR_STR, 1, 

ERRORCODE_SUCCESS, 

                             8, (unsigned char*)temp_buf, 

                             0, false, AF_DEFAULT_RADIUS ); 

  } 

  else 

      HalLedSet( HAL_LED_1, HAL_LED_MODE_OFF); 

   

  // Restart the timer 

  osal_start_timer( EVENT_MEASURE_WATER_LEAKAGE, 

REPORT_WATER_LEAKAGE_PRESCALER ); 

} 

void OnSetFactoryDefault( afIncomingKVPPacket_t *pkt ) 

{ 

  water_leakage_t *wl = &app.data.water_leakage;  

  wl->data.max                    = 0xFFFF; 

  wl->data.min                    = 0x7FFE; 

  wl->data.value                  = 0x0000; 

  wl->interval.value              = 5; // 5 sec 

  wl->interval.rvalue             = 5; // 5 sec 

  wl->interval.larm_value         = 0; // not triggered by default 

  wl->interval.larm_rvalue        = 5; // 3 repeats   

  wl->notify.interval             = 43200; 

  wl->notify.options.bits.on      = 1; 

  app.data.send_threshold = 128; 

 

  // TODO: Save settings to EE 

} 

 

void OnZDOStateChanged( uint8_t task_id, devStates_t state ) 

{ 

  if ( ( state == DEV_ZB_COORD ) || ( state == DEV_ROUTER ) || ( state 

== DEV_END_DEVICE ) ) { 

    // TODO: Restore settings from EE 

         

    // Start autofind process 

    osal_set_event( task_id, EVENT_AUTOFIND_EVT ); 
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    // Power on the sensor 

//    shtx_power_on( ); 

 

    // Start SHT1X measuring 

    osal_start_timer( EVENT_MEASURE_WATER_LEAKAGE, 

REPORT_WATER_LEAKAGE_PRESCALER ); 

  } 

} 
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Appendix D – The profile file for home automation 
/********************************************************************* 

  Filename:       itn.h 

  Revised:        Date:       2007-03-27 

  Revision:       Revision:   1 

 

  Description: 

 

  Notes: 

 

  Copyright (c) 2006 by Johan Nordlander 

  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to use, reproduce, copy, prepare 

  derivative works, modify, distribute, perform, display or sell this 

  software and/or its documentation for any purpose is prohibited 

  without the express written consent of Johan Nordlander 

*********************************************************************/ 

#ifndef _profile_itn_h_ 

#define _profile_itn_h_ 

 

#ifdef __cplusplus 

extern "C" 

{ 

#endif 

 

/********************************************************************* 

 * INCLUDES 

 */ 

#include "..\..\stdtypes.h" 

#include "AF.h" 

 

//******************************************************************** 

// Profile ID 

#define ITN_PROFILE_ID                                          0x0177 

 

//********************************************************************

********** 

// Device IDs 

 

// Switch 

//------------------------------------- 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_ON_OFF_SWITCH                          0x0000 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_LEVEL_CONTROL_SWITCH                   0x0001 

 

// Lighting 

//------------------------------------- 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_BASIC_DIMMABLE_LIGHT                   0x0100 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_BASIC_DIMMABLE_COLORED_LIGHT           0x0101 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_ON_OFF_LIGHT_SWITCH                    0x0102 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_LIGHT_DIMMER_SWITCH                    0x0103 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_COLOR_DIMMER_SWITCH                    0x0104 

 

// Heating 

//------------------------------------- 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_BASIC_HEATING_COOLING_UNIT             0x0200 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_BASIC_THERMOSTAT                       0x0201 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_TEMPERATURE_SENSOR                     0x0202 

 

// Intruder Alarm Systems (IAS) 
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//------------------------------------- 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IAS_CONTROL_INDICATING_EQUIPMENT       0x0500 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IAS_ANCILLARY_CONTROL_EQUIPMENT        0x0501 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IAS_ZONE                               0x0502 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IAS_WARNING_DEVICE                     0x0503 

 

// Individual Heat Measurements (IHM) 

//------------------------------------- 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IHM_TEMPERATURE_METER                  0x0600 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IHM_HUMIDITY_METER                     0x0601 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IHM_WATER_METER                        0x0602 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IHM_ELECTRICITY_METER                  0x0603 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IHM_WATER_LEAKAGE                      0x0604 

 

// Individual Energy Control (IEC) 

//------------------------------------- 

#define ZCL_ITN_DEVICEID_IEC_RADIATOR_VALVE                     0x0700 

   

//******************************************************************** 

// Cluster IDs 

 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_BASIC                                     

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_BASIC 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_POWER_CFG                                 

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_POWER_CFG 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_DEVICE_TEMP_CONFIG                        

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_DEVICE_TEMP_CONFIG 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_IDENTIFY                                  

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_IDENTIFY 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_GROUPS                                    

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_GROUPS 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_SCENES                                    

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_SCENES 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_ON_OFF                                    

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_ON_OFF 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_ON_OFF_SWITCH_CONFIG                      

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_ON_OFF_SWITCH_CONFIG 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_LEVEL_CONTROL                             

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_LEVEL_CONTROL 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_ALARMS                                    

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_ALARMS 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_TIME                                      

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_TIME 

#define CLUSTERID_GEN_LOCATION                                  

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_GEN_LOCATION 

 

#define CLUSTERID_ILLUMINANCE_MEASUREMENT                       

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_MS_ILLUMINANCE_MEASUREMENT 

#define CLUSTERID_ILLUMINANCE_LEVEL_SENSING_CONFIG              

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_MS_ILLUMINANCE_LEVEL_SENSING_CONFIG 

#define CLUSTERID_TEMPERATURE_MEASUREMENT                       

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_MS_TEMPERATURE_MEASUREMENT 

#define CLUSTERID_PRESSURE_MEASUREMENT                          

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_MS_PRESSURE_MEASUREMENT 

#define CLUSTERID_FLOW_MEASUREMENT                              

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_MS_FLOW_MEASUREMENT 

#define CLUSTERID_OCCUPANCY_SENSING                             

ZCL_HA_CLUSTER_ID_MS_OCCUPANCY_SENSING 

  

   

#define CLUSTERID_OnOffDRC                                      0x01 
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#define CLUSTERID_DimBrightDRC                                  0x02 

#define CLUSTERID_PresetDRC                                     0x03 

#define CLUSTERID_ProgramDRC                                    0x04 

#define CLUSTERID_AdjDRC                                        0x05 

 

#define CLUSTERID_LightLevelLSM                                 0x06 

#define CLUSTERID_ProgramLSM                                    0x07 

 

#define CLUSTERID_OccupancyOS                                   0x08 

#define CLUSTERID_ProgramOS                                     0x09 

 

#define CLUSTERID_StatusDLC                                     0x11 

#define CLUSTERID_ProgramDLC                                    0x12 

 

#define CLUSTERID_OnOffSRC                                      0x13 

#define CLUSTERID_ProgramSRC                                    0x14 

 

#define CLUSTERID_StatusSLC                                     0x15 

#define CLUSTERID_ProgramSLC                                    0x16 

 

#define CLUSTERID_TEMPERATURE                                   0x20   

#define CLUSTERID_HUMIDITY                                      0x21   

#define CLUSTERID_ELECTRICITY                                   0x22   

#define CLUSTERID_WATER_LEAKAGE                                 0x23   

#define CLUSTERID_WATER_HOT                                     0x24   

#define CLUSTERID_WATER_COLD                                    0x25    

   

#define CLUSTERID_FACTORY_DEFAULT                               0x30 

// #define CLUSTERID_                                           0x00   

 

//******************************************************************** 

// Attributes 

 

// CLUSTERID_ELECTRICITY 

// CLUSTERID_HUMIDITY 

// CLUSTERID_TEMPERATURE 

// CLUSTERID_WATER_COLD 

// CLUSTERID_WATER_HOT 

//------------------------------------- 

#define ATTRIB_CURRENT                                          0x0000 

#define ATTRIB_MAX                                              0x0001 

#define ATTRIB_MEAN                                             0x0002 

#define ATTRIB_MIN                                              0x0003 

#define ATTRIB_ALARM_LOW                                        0x0004 

#define ATTRIB_ALARM_HIGH                                       0x0005 

#define ATTRIB_RESOLUTION                                       0x0006 

#define ATTRIB_UPDATE_INTERVAL                                  0x00FF 

   

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_0                                        0x0000 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_1                                        0x0100 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_2                                        0x0200 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_3                                        0x0300 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_4                                        0x0400 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_5                                        0x0500 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_6                                        0x0600 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_7                                        0x0700 

#define ATTRIB_CHANNEL_MASK                                     0x0700 

   

#define ATTRIB_REQUEST                                          0x0000 

#define ATTRIB_NOTIFY                                           0x0800 
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//------------------------------------- 

// CLUSTERID_OnOffSRC 

#define OnOffSRC_OnOff                                          0x0000 

 

 

//******************************************************************** 

// Constants 

  

/* Constants - OnOff */ 

#define OnOffSRC_ON                               0xFF 

#define OnOffSRC_OFF                              0x00 

#define OnOffSRC_TOGGLE                           0xF0 

 

   

//******************************************************************** 

// Functions 

extern void ITN_transmit_kvp( afIncomingKVPPacket_t *pkt, uint8_t 

type, void *data, uint8_t len ); 

extern void ITN_zcl_Init( const SimpleDescriptionFormat_t *simpleDesc 

); 

 

#ifdef __cplusplus 

} 

#endif 

   

#endif // _profile_itn_h_ 

 


